
Hmmm .. forgot the attachment ... :-))

----- Original Message -----
From: Samuel Minter
To: Golden_Ferguson@msn.com
Sent: Saturday, June 10, 2006 1:38 AM
Subject: The Stamper Book

HI Golden, just came across your site while looking into my own ancestry and putting some of it online.  One of the papers I
had from a cousin of my grandmother referenced your project and the book you put together, which I believe is the Eastern
Kentucky Stamper Kin book.  You have it referenced on your site with a price including shipping, but it isn't linked anywhere.  Is
that book still available for purchase?  If so, let me know, it sounds like it should have some information that would be relevant
to me, and interesting in any case!

I fit in this way:

Powell Stamper
Johnathan Stamper
Joel Stamper
Richard Stamper
John Stamper
George Washington Stamper (Sr)
Mary Alice Stamper
Maude Mae Rayburn
Mary Sue Wootton
William Maynard Minter
Samuel Antonio Minter (that's me)

Let me know if the book is still available and if so how to order it!

I'm building out my ancestry information as a Wiki so anybody interested can add and contribute.  On the Stamper side of the
family I only have the one node for Mary Alice Stamper up so far

http://wiki.abulsme.com/Mary_Alice_Stamper

Feel free to poke around.  

In terms of Stampers, I just have her at the moment, but will be adding more as time allows.  I hope to add pages for George
Washington Stamper (Sr) and John Stamper this weekend.  Looks like I'll be bookmarking your site for a good part of the effort
whenever I'm revisiting this branch of the family!

Your site also references a Biography of George W Stamper, but again it isn't linked anywhere.  Is there a further reference to
that?

Thanks for doing all the research you've done, looks great!

--
Samuel Minter
abulsme@abulsme.com
http://www.abulsme.com/
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